A note on the

Effectiveness of Lovylites:
The offered information is similar to that of homeopathy. The frequencies are in the “subtle”
range of energies. In contrast to homeopathy, we have 3000 different curative combinations
available in our products. Every individual takes out what is right for him or her. The
frequencies, which are not needed, dissipate without any disadvantage. The frequencies work
on many levels including physical, emotional, mental and aura fields.
A unique technology enables our cells to draw in the healing impulses and absorb them
immediately. The cell is reminded and enabled to heal itself. No more and no less. This process
is all natural and totally safe (even for pregnant women, children and the elderly).
Healing reactions can occur, when the body reorganizes and heals itself. However, this is
something to be aware of and nothing to be worried about. It’s a sign that the body is about to
regenerate itself.
All products are completely free of pollutants. All can also be taken internally. We often use
body lotion and suppositories for stomach issues or inside of the ears, etc. All products are
edible and good for you on every level!
To be clear, no chemical reactions or changes to the cells take place. It’s exclusively
harmonization and regeneration of the cell’s inherent healing capabilities.

Basic Protocol Lovylites
Should be applied throughout several weeks or months for general preventive care.
AURICUM and AURICUM SENSITIVE
- Spray spine areas 2x/day (3 points: atlas, middle of thorax and lower back)
- Spray twice into a glass of water 2x/day with Auricum or Auricum Sensitive. Let it sit for a few
minutes and then drink the water slowly.
This distributes the “vibratory information” to all cells of the body through the skin and
digestive tract.
- Spray directly onto problem areas 4-5x/daily. For acute issues, spray every 5-10 minutes to
accelerate the healing process.
- For chronic issues, don’t spray more than 3-5x/daily. Give the organism enough time to
process toxins.
HAEVYL 3.1:
spray under tongue 2-3 x/day. Helps to balance emotional aspects and deletes cell memory of
such.
Additionally: Use SHAMPOO, BODYWASH and BODY LOTION for your daily hygiene protocol;
LAVYL 32 for brushing teeth and mouth spray.
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